
Operating Systems Semester 1 of 5783, Assignment 1 Due: 22 November 2022 at 11:55pm

Course: Operating Systems - Semester 1 of 5783
Assignment 1

Directions

A. Due Date: 22 November 2022 at 11:55pm

B. Groups of up to two (2) students may submit this assignment.

C. Code for this assignment (HW1) must be submitted via Github using the per-assignment private repos-
itory opened for you in the OSCourse organization. More details on the repository are found below.

� Note that this is a different repository than the one you used for the previous assignment.

D. Submit the ltrace and strace outputs for Question 3 in separate TXT files.

E. The free response questions for this assignment may be submitted via GitHub in the private repository
or via Moodle. In either case, the responses must be submitted in TXT or DOCX format.

� For convenience, template response files for the free response questions are on GitHub. Two formats
are offered: TXT (plain text) and DOCX (MS Word). Use one of the two template files to generate
your submission file.

� Answers to the free response questions may be written in English or Hebrew.

� If the free response questions are submitted via Moodle, all students in the group must submit a
copy of it.

F. There are 100 points total on this assignment.

G. GitHub has autograding tests included that run after each push. The tests and points are not complete,
but do cover the basic input/output behavior of the programs you must write. Some test files are found
in the tests/ subdirectory in the repository. Do not remove or modify those files.

� Each autograding test is assigned 2 points, but this does not reflect the points structure below. The
points structure for grading will be as shown here.

H. What to turn in:

(a) makefile for the whole project with targets for user limits, words, and map as listed below.

(b) All source code and library files necessary to compile and run your programs

(c) my-words-ltrace.txt, my-words-strace.txt (separate files)

(d) Free response file in DOCX or TXT format.

(e) README.md file with contents specified in Section 8

General Requirements

1. All of the code below must be written in C and compilable and executable in a standard Linux Ubuntu
(14+) or Linux Mint (20+) environment.
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2. All code must have comments - each function must have an introductory comment detailing its purpose,
input parameters, and return value.
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Basic OS attributes and C Review1

The main goal of this assignment is to become familiar with Linux programming tools and process informa-
tion.

1 Using make (8 points)

You have probably been using gcc to compile your programs, but this grows tedious and complicated as the
number of files you need to compile increases. For this assignment, you will need to write a Makefile that
has the following targets:

1. all - the default rule that compiles all of the executables for the assignment

2. clean - a rule that erases all of the .o and executable files generated during compilation. It must leave
just the code files and the makefile.

3. words - compiles the source, header, and library files for the words program (Question 2) to an exe-
cutable called “words”

4. map - compiles the map.c file (for Question 6) to an executable called “map”

5. limits - compiles the limits.c file (for Question 7) to an executable called “limits”

Grading Notes

� words target. 2 points

� map target. 1 point

� limits target. 1 point

� clean target. 2 points

� all target. 2 points

2 Writing words (45 points total)

This part of the assignment will ensure are fluent in working with structs, linked data structures (e.g. lists),
pointers, arrays, typedef and such. You will be writing a program called words. It’s a program that counts

(1) the total amount of words (like wc that you saw in targil) and

(2) the frequency of each word in one or more files

Input/Output Your program must print its results to STDOUT. It must read its input from each of
the files specified as command line arguments, printing the outputs as appropriate for them. If no file is
provided, your program should read from STDIN.

2.1 Header files

In C, header files (suffixed by .h) are how we engineer abstractions. They define the objects, types, and
methods. The corresponding .c file provides the implementation of the abstraction. You should be able to
write code with the header file without peeking under the covers at its implementation.

In this case, word count.h provides the definition of the word count struct, which we will use as a linked
list to keep track of a word and its frequency. The struct has been typedef’d into WordCount. That means
that instead of typing struct word count, we can use WordCount as shorthand. The header file also gives

1This assignment is adapted from HW0 of CS162 at UC Berkeley by Kubiatowicz from this year and previous years. The
original can be found at: https://cs162.org/static/homeworks/homework0.pdf
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us a list of functions that are defined in word count.c. Part of this assignment is to write code for these
functions in word count.c.

Do not change the word count.h file.

2.2 Counting Words

Counting words requires you to identify where a word begins and ends. Words are delineated by either space
or punctuation characters. To help you, check out the following C functions: isspace, ispunct, iscntrl.

To test that your word count works, compare its output to wc’s. If your tool outputs the same number of
words that wc does, you’re doing well.

2.3 Sorting

The template provides you with a compiled version of sort words in wc sort.o so you do not need to
write the wordcount sort function. However, you will need to write your own comparator function (i.e.
wordcount less, wordcount more). The Makefile must link this in with your two object files, main.o and
word count.o. Note that wc sort.o is an ELF formatted binary, so you will need to use a system that can
run ELF executables to test your program (i.e. a Linux Mint or Ubuntu VM). Windows and OS X do not
use ELF and as such can not be used for testing.

You must use the wc sort.o file supplied.

2.4 What to do

You will make changes to main.c and word count.c. After editing these files, run make words in the
terminal. This will create the words executable. (Remember to run make words after making code changes
to generate a fresh executable). Use the executable (and your own test cases) to test your program for
correctness.

The words program must accept four parameters:

1. -c : Display the total number of words in all files (if files are provided as well). If no files are provided,
display the total number of words entered at STDIN.

2. -f : Display the frequency count of each word (all files combined), sorted from least common to
most common. Sort alphabetically (A→Z) for ties.

3. -r : Display the frequency count of each word (all files combined), sorted from most common to
least common. Sort alphabetically (Z→A) for ties.

4. -h : Display a help message about how to use words. This is already given to you in the code, so you
do not need to add it. Removing it will lead to a penalty.

For the below examples, suppose we have files called words1.txt and words2.txt that contains the following
content:

words1.txt

abc def AaA
bbb zzz aaa

words2.txt

The cat (Felis catus) is a domestic species of small carnivorous mammal. It is the only domes-
ticated species in the family Felidae and is often referred to as the domestic cat to distinguish
it from the wild members of the family. A cat can either be a house cat, a farm cat or a feral
cat; the latter ranges freely and avoids human contact. Domestic cats are valued by humans for
companionship and their ability to kill rodents. About 60 cat breeds are recognized by various
cat registries.
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2.5 Total Word Count (10 points)

Your first task is to implement total word count. When executed, words will print the total number of words
counted to STDOUT. For this part you will not need to edit word count.c. A complete implementation of
num words() is enough.

A word is defined as a sequence of contiguous alphabetical or numeric characters of length one or more.
All words should be converted to their lower-case representation (see tolower()) and be treated as not
case-sensitive. The maximum length of a word has been defined at the top of main.c.

You can test your word count against the wc program in Linux. You should get the same number of words
as wc does. In this assignment, we are not going to deal with word count on binary files (e.g. ELF files,
executables), so you do not need to worry about them.

2.5.1 Test case 1

Running ./words -c words1.txt should print:

The total number of words is: 6

2.5.2 Test case 2

Running ./words -c words2.txt should print:

The total number of words is: 88

2.5.3 Test case 3

Running ./words -c words1.txt words2.txt should print:

The total number of words is: 94

2.5.4 Test case 4

Running ./words -c words2.txt words1.txt should print:

The total number of words is: 94

2.5.5 Test case 5

Running ./words -h should print:

Flags:

-c: Count the total amount of words in the file, or STDIN if a file is not specified.

-f: Count the frequency of each word in the file, or STDIN if a file is not specified.

Display words sorted by count (ascending), then alphabetically (A->Z)

-r: Count the frequency of each word in the file, or STDIN if a file is not specified.

Display words sorted by count (descending), then reverse alphabetically (Z->A)

-h: Displays this help message.

2.5.6 Test case 6

Running ./words -c followed by the text: “Hello world! I like cats” followed by CTRL+D should print:

The total number of words is: 5

Grading Notes

� Works on simple test files. 3 points

� Works on the long test files. 3 points
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� Support for STDIN (in addition to files). 2 points

� Support for multiple input files. 2 points

2.6 Word Frequency Count (20 points)

Next, you will implement frequency counting. Your program must print each unique word as well as the
number of times it occurred. This should be sorted in order of frequency (low first). The alphabetical
ordering of words should be used as a tie breaker. The wordcount sort function has been defined for you
in wc sort.o. However, you will need to implement the wordcount less function in main.c.

You must use the provided wc sort.o functions in your code.

You will need to implement the functions in word count.c to support the linked list data structure (i.e.
WordCount is the same as struct word count). The complete implementation of word count.c will prove
to be useful when implementing count words() in main.c.

2.6.1 Test case 1

Running ./words -f words1.txt should print:

The frequencies of each word are:

1 abc

1 bbb

1 def

1 zzz

2 aaa

2.6.2 Test case 2

Running ./words -f words2.txt should print:

The frequencies of each word are:

1 60

1 ability

1 about

1 as

1 avoids

1 be

1 breeds

1 can

1 carnivorous

1 cats

1 catus

1 companionship

1 contact

1 distinguish

1 domesticated

1 either

1 farm

1 felidae

1 felis

1 feral

1 for

1 freely

1 from

1 house
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1 human

1 humans

1 in

1 kill

1 latter

1 mammal

1 members

1 often

1 only

1 or

1 ranges

1 recognized

1 referred

1 registries

1 rodents

1 small

1 their

1 valued

1 various

1 wild

2 are

2 by

2 family

2 it

2 of

2 species

3 and

3 domestic

3 is

3 to

5 a

7 the

8 cat

2.6.3 Test case 3

Running ./words -f < words1.txt should print:

The frequencies of each word are:

1 abc

1 bbb

1 def

1 zzz

2 aaa

2.6.4 Test case 4

Running ./words -f words1.txt words2.txt should print:

The frequencies of each word are:

1 60

1 abc

1 ability

1 about

1 as

1 avoids
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1 bbb

1 be

1 breeds

1 can

1 carnivorous

1 cats

1 catus

1 companionship

1 contact

1 def

1 distinguish

1 domesticated

1 either

1 farm

1 felidae

1 felis

1 feral

1 for

1 freely

1 from

1 house

1 human

1 humans

1 in

1 kill

1 latter

1 mammal

1 members

1 often

1 only

1 or

1 ranges

1 recognized

1 referred

1 registries

1 rodents

1 small

1 their

1 valued

1 various

1 wild

1 zzz

2 aaa

2 are

2 by

2 family

2 it

2 of

2 species

3 and

3 domestic

3 is

3 to

5 a
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7 the

8 cat

2.6.5 Test case 5

A test case for ./words -f dr-jekyll-mr-hyde.txt is included on Moodle. The results are too long to
include here.

2.6.6 Test case 6

A test case for ./words -f pride-prejudice.txt is included on Moodle. The results are too long to
include here.

Hint

You can run:

cat <filename>

| tr " " "\n"

| tr -s "\n"

| tr "[:upper:]" "[:lower:]"

| tr -d -C "[:lower:]\n"

| sort

| uniq -c

| sort -n

to verify the basic functionality of your program (don’t treat this as a testing spec though).

Grading Notes

� Works on the short frequency tests. 5 points

� Works on the long frequency tests. 7 points

� Support for STDIN (in addition to files). 5 points

� Works on multiple input files. 3 points

2.7 Reverse Frequency (15 points)

Next, you will implement frequency counting with reverse sort. Your program must print the output from
the previous section in reverse order. That is, words must be printed with descending frequency (most
common first). Break ties with reverse alphabetic sorting (Z→A). As with the previous section, you will use
the sort function defined in wc sort.o. If you wrote your code correctly, you should only need to implement
the wordcount more function and make some small changes in main.c.

You must use the provided wc sort.o functions in your code.

2.7.1 Test case 1

Running ./words -r words1.txt should print:

The reverse frequencies of each word are:

2 aaa

1 zzz

1 def

1 bbb

1 abc
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2.7.2 Test case 2

Running ./words -r words2.txt should print:

The reverse frequencies of each word are:

8 cat

7 the

5 a

3 to

3 is

3 domestic

3 and

2 species

2 of

2 it

2 family

2 by

2 are

1 wild

1 various

1 valued

1 their

1 small

1 rodents

1 registries

1 referred

1 recognized

1 ranges

1 or

1 only

1 often

1 members

1 mammal

1 latter

1 kill

1 in

1 humans

1 human

1 house

1 from

1 freely

1 for

1 feral

1 felis

1 felidae

1 farm

1 either

1 domesticated

1 distinguish

1 contact

1 companionship

1 catus

1 cats

1 carnivorous

1 can
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1 breeds

1 be

1 avoids

1 as

1 about

1 ability

1 60

2.7.3 Test case 3

Running ./words -r words1.txt words2.txt should print:

The reverse frequencies of each word are:

8 cat

7 the

5 a

3 to

3 is

3 domestic

3 and

2 species

2 of

2 it

2 family

2 by

2 are

2 aaa

1 zzz

1 wild

1 various

1 valued

1 their

1 small

1 rodents

1 registries

1 referred

1 recognized

1 ranges

1 or

1 only

1 often

1 members

1 mammal

1 latter

1 kill

1 in

1 humans

1 human

1 house

1 from

1 freely

1 for

1 feral

1 felis

1 felidae
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1 farm

1 either

1 domesticated

1 distinguish

1 def

1 contact

1 companionship

1 catus

1 cats

1 carnivorous

1 can

1 breeds

1 be

1 bbb

1 avoids

1 as

1 about

1 ability

1 abc

1 60

2.7.4 Test case 4

Running ./words -r < words2.txt should print:

The reverse frequencies of each word are:

8 cat

7 the

5 a

3 to

3 is

3 domestic

3 and

2 species

2 of

2 it

2 family

2 by

2 are

1 wild

1 various

1 valued

1 their

1 small

1 rodents

1 registries

1 referred

1 recognized

1 ranges

1 or

1 only

1 often

1 members

1 mammal

1 latter
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1 kill

1 in

1 humans

1 human

1 house

1 from

1 freely

1 for

1 feral

1 felis

1 felidae

1 farm

1 either

1 domesticated

1 distinguish

1 contact

1 companionship

1 catus

1 cats

1 carnivorous

1 can

1 breeds

1 be

1 avoids

1 as

1 about

1 ability

1 60

2.7.5 Test case 5

A test case for ./words -r dr-jekyll-mr-hyde.txt is included on Moodle. The results are too long to
include here.

2.7.6 Test case 6

A test case for ./words -r pride-prejudice.txt is included on Moodle. The results are too long to
include here.

Grading Notes

� Works on simple tests. 5 points

� Works on long tests. 5 points

� Support for STDIN (in addition to files). 3 points

� Support for multiple input files. 2 points

3 Analyzing your Words program (9 points total)

Now that you have a working version of words, we’re going to use the Linux system tools ltrace and strace

to perform the following actions:

(a) Print the output of ltrace when running ./words words1.txt.

(b) Print the output of strace when running ./words words1.txt.
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Hint: You may want to redirect the output of STDERR to a file using ltrace ./words words1.txt 2>

commandout.txt.

Put the output of the above steps in two separate files (TXT). If you are missing any of the above files, you
will get a 0 for the following questions.

Use the output above to answer the following questions:

(words) 1. (2 points) What read buffer size(s) does words use for reading? How do you know?

(words) 2. (7 points) Use the man help tool to write down the roles of the following Linux syscalls that words
uses:

(a) execve

(b) brk

(c) openat

(d) mmap

(e) fstat and stat

(f) open (Hint: Look at man 2).

(g) exit group

Grading notes

� Each definition. 1 point
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Using Executables and Addresses

Now that you have dusted off your C skills and gained some familiarity with the tools, I want you to
understand what is really inside of a running program and what the operating system needs to deal with.

4 gdb (10 points total)

Load up your words executable in gdb with a single input file command line argument, set a breakpoint at
main, start your program, and continue one line at a time until you are in the middle of your program’s
execution. Take a look at the stack using where or backtrace (bt). While you are looking through gdb, think
about the following questions and put your answers in the free response file (either TXT or DOCX).

(gdb) 1. (1 point) What is the value of argv? (Hint: print argv)

(gdb) 2. (1 point) What is pointed to by argv? (Hint: print argv[0])

(gdb) 3. (2 points) What is the address of the function main?

(gdb) 4. (2 points) Try info stack. Explain what you see.

(gdb) 5. (2 points) Try info frame. Explain what you see.

(gdb) 6. (2 points) Try info registers. What registers are holding what aspects of the program? Look
up the ones you don’t recognize on the web.

5 objdump (8 points / 2 points each)

There is more to the executable than meets the eye. Let’s look down inside. Run objdump -x -d words.
You will see that your program has several segments, names of functions and variables in your program
correspond to labels with addresses or values. And the guts of everything is chunks of stuff within segments.
In the objdump output these segments are under the section heading. There’s actually a slight nuance
between these two terms which you can read more about online.

While you are looking through the objdump think about the following questions and put the answers in the
free response file (either TXT or DOCX).

(objdump) 1. What file format is used for this binary? And what architecture is it compiled for?

(objdump) 2. List the names of 10 segments and sections you find.

(objdump) 3. What segment/section contains main (the function) and what is the address of main?

(objdump) 4. Do you see the stack segment anywhere? What about the heap? Explain.

6 map (12 points)

Code: (5 points) Now you are ready to write a program that reveals its own executing structure. The file
map.c in homework 1 provides a rather complete skeleton. You will need to modify it to get the addresses
that you are looking for. The output of the solution looks like the following (the addresses may be different).

_main @ 0x4005f6

recur @ 0x40057d

_main stack: 0x7ffcd0a4272c

static data stuff: 0x601050

static data foo: 0x60105c

static data bar: 0x601048

Heap: malloc 1: 0x1ffc010

Heap: malloc 2: 0x1ffc0b0
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recur call 3: stack int@ 0x7ffcd0a426f8

recur call 3: stack float@ 0x7ffcd0a426fc

recur call 2: stack int@ 0x7ffcd0a426c8

recur call 2: stack float@ 0x7ffcd0a426cc

recur call 1: stack int@ 0x7ffcd0a42698

recur call 1: stack float@ 0x7ffcd0a4269c

recur call 0: stack int@ 0x7ffcd0a42668

recur call 0: stack float@ 0x7ffcd0a4266c

Questions: (7 points) Now think about the following questions and put the answers in the free response
file (either TXT or DOCX).

(mp) 1. (1 point) Use objdump with the -D flag on the map executable. Which of the addresses from the
output of running ./map are defined in the executable, and which segment/section is each defined
in?

(mp) 2. (2 points) List 4 important sections or segments shown. Write what each one is used for (look up
their names on the web if you don’t know).

(mp) 3. (1 point) What direction is the stack growing in?

(mp) 4. (1 point) How large is the stack frame for each recursive call?

(mp) 5. (1 point) Where is the heap? What direction is it growing in?

(mp) 6. (1 point) Are the two malloc()ed memory areas contiguous? (i.e. is there any extra space between
their addresses?)

7 Using user limits (8 points)

The operating system needs to deal with the size of the dynamically allocated segments: the stack and heap.
How large should these be? Poke around a bit to find out how to get and set these limits on Linux. Modify
limits.c so that it prints out the maximum stack size, the maximum number of processes, and maximum
number of file descriptors. Currently, when you compile and run limits.c you will see it print out a bunch
of system resource limits (stack size, heap size, etc). Unfortunately all the values will be 0. Your job is to
get this to print the actual limits (use the soft limits, not the hard limits). (Hint: run man getrlimit)

You should expect output similar to this:

Maximum Stack Size: 8388608

Maximum Number of Processes: 3842

Maximum Number of File Descriptors: 1024

8 Using Git and GitHub

Submit all of your code for the homework using the private repository for your work on GitHub. You must
perform the following actions on the repository:

1. Each team member must make at least 1 substantive commit of code or text to the repository.

2. The team must make at least two (2) commits to the repository and add a comment to each.

3. The last commit must include the comment “Submitted for grading”

4. The repository must include a README file with the following details:

� Student names

� Assignment name (Assignment 1)
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� Course name

� Semester and Year

Repositories missing any of the above actions will be penalized 5 points per missing item.
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